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Basic audit design 

Rhode Island will conduct a ballot-polling risk-limiting audit (RLA) of Portsmouth's 
Issue 1, "School Construction and Renovation Projects," in the November 2021 election. 
The risk limit will be 10%. The initial sample size will be [[140]] ballots. Work will be 
divided among audit teams for ballot retrieval and interpretation, plus a few additional 
staff. (Two staff members can serve as the ballot custody team and subsequently as the 
data entry team.) The audit will use VotingWorks' open-source Arla software to generate 
the random sample. Because Arlo does not implement Minerva 2.0, we will run two 
instances of the audit in Arlo: one with the true first-round sample size, and one with an 
arbitrarily large sample (500 ballots) that can be used to extract samples for further 
rounds if needed. 

Preparing for the audit 

1. Check the supply list; obtain or print any materials needed for the audit.

2. Recruit audit board members and other staff to perform the work of the public audit.
Prepare the spaces where the audit will occur.

3. Optionally, print a label template page on white paper to see whether the scale
should be adjusted. (On our COTS printers, the labels print best at 103%.)

4. Create two instances of the audit in Arlo: "2022 RI Minerva 2.0 pilot" and "Auxiliary
oversample RI Minerva 2.0 pilot." Enter/upload the basic election data, including
the ballot manifest, the risk limit, and the reported vote totals (Approve 2391, Reject
1414, Undervotes 9; 3814 ballots cast).

Beginning the public audit 

5. Log into Arla as the state administrator and open the main ("2022 RI ... ") instance.

6. Have participants/observers take turns removing one of 20 ten-sided dice from an
opaque container and rolling the die they removed. Write each digit on a whiteboard
in full view. When the 20-digit seed is complete, type it into Arlo; read it back to
confirm that it has been typed correctly before submitting the seed.

7. Print retrieval lists, labels (on removal label stock), and placeholder sheets (colored
paper preferred) and distribute them to the audit boards. The audit boards are
identified by number, e.g., "Audit Board #2." Scissors may be needed to divide the
labels correctly. Also print a copy of the retrieval list ( or a summary thereoD to be
used by the ballot custody team.
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